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GOOD MORNING! 
Welcome to the Tuesday Issue of 
Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Select Advisory 
Service, Racing Business and Two 
Percent Club.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group


CLICK HERE!
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You can now get up to 3 Fantastic Top Tips to use as you wish. Use as Single Win 
Bets, Doubles or if you're feeling Super Lucky maybe go for a potential MEGA 
JACKPOT Treble!!! 

It may sound a bit like a Lucky Dip but we can assure you that this Brand New way of 
getting your Daily Tip Fix is only ever made available once we have some of the very 
best betting advice in the system! 

There’s no subscription to set up it’s simply a one off payment you make as and when 
you want them. You can choose 1 tip for £0.99, 2 tips for £1.49 or ultimately go for 
gold with 3 of the days very best tips for just £1.99. 

SPICE UP Your Daily Betting! CLICK HERE YOU MIGHT GET LUCKY!

http://betfan.com
https://members.betfanplus.com/yourtips/get.tips.php
https://members.betfanplus.com/yourtips/get.tips.php


The Man In The Green Dressing Gown - By Eddie Lloyd


There’s a gambling story that crops up every now and again about a man in Las 
Vegas and we thought it had a good moral to it. Would you think you’d lost half a 
million or just a tenner?


Here’s the story…


A young gentleman and his wife were on honeymoon in Las Vegas and were both 
keen roulette players. Having saved up $5,000 to have a week of betting and living a 
decent life in the Nevada desert they went about their leisure activity with great haste 
and after the first three nights were flat out broke in terms of their betting bank. They 
had a few dollars left to enjoy food and drink and the wife being the reasonable one 
stated that they spend the rest of the week enjoying more simple pleasures. (If they 
exist in Vegas!!)


On the fourth day the groom found a ten dollar chip on the floor of his hotel room and 
whilst his new found wife was showering he decided to place a bet for the fun of it. 
Entering the floor he thought of his hotel room number where by his wife was still 
showering. Number 12.


He placed $10 on number 12 on the first roulette table he came across and to his 
surprise won $360. He attracted a lot of attention with that win and in the excitement 
of it all let the number ride. $360 on number 12.


It came in again!


He now had $12,960 in his possession. Amazing he thought. The pit boss came over 
and told the gentleman that he’d not be able to let it ride again as the table limit would 
be exceeded so he’d need to move on. Unable to find a table that would stand his bet 
the gentleman moved on to another casino further on down the strip.


He was still receiving a lot of attention and assumed that word had got out that he’d 
won a lot from a small stake of $10.


Arriving at the next casino he managed to find a table that would accept a stake of 
$12,960 on the one number. He stuck with his number and went with 12.


It came in again.


He now had $466,560 in his hand in chips. He’d had loads of attention before he 
walked in but now he was the centre of attention.


He wanted to ride it again.
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The casino pit bosses pulled together and looked at the man. At this point they had 
heard of how he’d come into so much money and decided to let the bet stand on 
number 12.


The wheel spun with the potential of the casino having to pay this man over $16 
million should it come in. You can hear the ball dropping from here…


clink…clink…clink…clink… “number 17”


He’d lost the lot.


Absolutely gutted he had to walk back to the hotel and explain to his new wife where 
he’d been all night.


Walking back to the hotel he couldn’t believe how many people were still staring at 
him. How did so many people know that he’d won so much money but come away 
with nothing?


He arrived back to the hotel room and told his wife he was sorry for having been so 
long.


She asked where he’d gone?


“I found some money and thought I’d have a spin on the roulette whilst you 
showered,” he said.


“How much did you lose?” she asked.


“Oh, only $10” he replied.


“Oh that’s okay,” she replied,


“I hope you didn’t lose that $10 in your green dressing gown though, that would be 
shameful.”


And there you have it. Shameful that he was wearing a green dressing gown or that he 
lost nearly half a million dollars?


The moral of the story here is that it doesn’t matter how much you’ve won make sure 
you keep yourself in reality and check yourself. Once we make a profit let’s not decide 
to give it all back! Especially when we’re still in our dressing gowns!!
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COLIN TIZZARD… Rise To The Top - By High Roller Racing


In 1998 a dairy farmer named Colin Tizzard took out a licence to train racehorses 
having previously trained point to point horses. Colin started out with ten horses in his 
yard back in the early days. Since those times Colin has built up a much larger yard 
with a high volume of winners. However it has been in about the last five to six years 
that Colin has started to make a noticeable mark in the sport.


Colin has won 22 grade 1 races of which 20 of those have come in the last five years 
which includes 9 grade 1’s last season. Out of the 20 the much loved Cue Card has 9 
Of these grade 1 races on his winning records. Cue Card gave Colin his first 
Cheltenham Festival winner in 2010 winning the Champion Bumper at odds of 40/1. 
Cue Card developed into a smart hurdler afterwards but given his size and scope it 
seemed as if he was born to jump fences. So it proved with 8 of Cue Card’s 9 grade 
1’s coming over the larger obstacles.


In many ways Cue Card paved the way for Colin but also showed that given the tools 
to work with he could get the job done properly. Thistlecrack and Native River add 
fuel to that statement. Thistlecrack has the potential to surpass Cue Card’s feats 
given the way he, as a novice, brushed aside his older stablemate in the King George 
at Kempton.
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Colin Tizzard enjoyed his best season to date in 2016/2017 passing the £2,000,000 
total prize money mark and had 60 winners in UK and Ireland... his best ever total.


Ann and Alan Potts who own quality racehorses saw the potential of giving Colin 
Tizzard horses and Colin struck gold almost immediately with their Fox Norton 
winning at Aintree and Punchestown both grade 1’s. Finian’s Oscar looks another 
bright prospect for the yard. This Tizzard/Potts team look set for a big season.


Venn Farm has had 20 new boxes built in a new barn and Colin now has around 80 
horses with the yard beginning to ‘rock and roll’ after having 10 winners, as I write, to 
date in October. This Tizzard team is indeed one to follow this coming season and 
looks certain to have its best ever season.


High Roller has been performing well this week and winners include…


DIAGNOSTIC - 10/11 WON


GOLDRUSH - 100/30 WON


SOME REIGN - EVENS WON


My service is FREE TO JOIN and no upfront payments. Just pay when you win only.


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 

CLICK HERE TO JOIN HIGH ROLLERS 


United Can Beat Benfica By More Than One Goal - By Rick 
Elliott


When Manchester United won 1-0 at Benfica in the Champions League Jose 
Mourinho was criticised for trying to avoid defeat rather than winning the match. His 
side parked a fleet of buses at Anfield against a Liverpool side with a dodgy defence. 
Despite this approach United are second in the Premier League and one win away 
from progressing to the knockout stages of the Champions League.


That victory should come at Old Trafford tonight when Benfica are the opponents. The 
fixture has resonance because United beat the side from Portugal at Wembley when 
they became the first English club to win the old European Cup in 1968. There’s no 
Best, Charlton and Law playing tonight but United are good enough to win MINUS 
ONE GOAL on the handicap and you can back that outcome at 11/10 with Betfair. 


Roma have won eight of their last ten matches and can improve on that record by 
beating Chelsea in the Italian capital tonight. Premier League teams have played 15 
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group matches in the Champions League this season and as a group are unbeaten. 
Assuming United take care of Benfica Chelsea are the side most likely to spoil that 
record this evening. The sides drew 3-3 in the home match so ROMA are the bet to 
beat Chelsea in the return fixture at 1/2 with Ladbrokes. 


Bangor is the only racecourse in Britain that does not have a grandstand and a large 
sloping grass verge serves the purpose. The crowd see the finish head on as the 
winning post is about 100 yards away from the viewing area. Whatever the 
perspective of the race Cave Top looks the standout racing bet of the day in the 
3.05pm race at the track. The horse has a penalty for a facile win last week but that is 
manageable which means CAVE TOP must be backed at 15/8 with Coral.


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


 What a great winner we had this week PERFECT PASTURE who won after galloping 
all over his rivals at a huge 50/1 advised 28/1 sp - although the sp was lower the 50’s 
was available with 12 different bookmakers at the time our bets went out and was 
also 40/1 at the track side it was only the last few minutes before racing that the price 
dropped. 


This horse has made the difference for us this month as we hit another month of 
profit. That has seen us make new all-time highs. Which means money in the bank for 
everyone. That’s now 165 points for the year from 1 point staking which doesn’t 
include all the special little extra bets you get from a service that cares how its 
members perform. 


More importantly it’s a further 22.79% growth on our investment. It’s turning out to be 
another great year for us at Unity as every year we continue to prove our winning 
formula and grow stronger. 


CHECK OUT THIS RED HOT DEAL… 

CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 


TODAY’S HORSES IN FOCUS 


Catterick 3:15 Handicap (Class 4) 6f - From the same connections that gave us 
Perfect Pasture we are told that QUICK LOOK at 9/2 has sound claims today as 
evidence by his 4th behind Paddy Power form that looks pretty strong for this grade. 
The horse should like the speed favouring nature of this track and the ground 
shouldn’t be a problem. 
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Chepstow 1:45 Handicap Chase (Class 4) 26f - VINNIE LEWIS should strip fitter for 
his efforts at Bangor when only part fit. He can go on to land this contest the stable 
think he has improved at home this year. He came out of that last race well and is 
certainly capable. I suspect a different horse may be seen this year if he progresses 
like they think 7/2 isn’t huge but worth a tickle. 


Chepstow 2:20 Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) 16f - BLACK BAUBLE 7/2 was travelling 
well when blundered and unseated his rider 6 months ago in a race that could have 
been his I certainly think he has every chance. The break has been necessary as he 
was a little head strong and needed some time to develop but I hear now it won’t be 
long before he makes it to the winner’s enclosure! 


I am currently running a new piece of software that I have developed to create another 
profitable betting arm to the business. The tests are going pretty well thus far with 
many winners. It highlights some of the strongest favourites of the day. I have no idea 
yet as to what the betting strategy behind it will be but it looks to lend itself to a 
progressive staking system or maybe one that can be auto controlled through a 
betting bot. Of course it’s still early stages and it could fall on its face at any time but 
here I will give you the top strongest favourites it has picked. It will certainly be 
interesting to see how it performs. 


Last week backing all would have yielded a good profit but I do think it lends to a 
progressive staking system as currently we haven’t had a day without a winner or two 
at least. 


This Is Today’s Top Favourites.  

12:55 Bangor DOSTAL PHIL 10/11 

4:10 Bangor NESTOR PARK 2/1 

2:50 Chepstow WYLDE MAGIC 11/8 

5:40 Wolves JELLMOOD 1/1 

6:10 Wolves TIDALS BABY 7/2 

7:10 Wolves TASAABOQ 11/4 


JUMPER TO FOLLOW  

Adrien Du Pont (FR) 

Age: 5 (Foaled March 20th, 2012) 

Sex: Bay Gelding 

Breeding: Califet (FR) - Santariyka (FR) (Saint Des Saints (FR)) 

Trainer: P F Nicholls 

Owner: Mrs Johnny De La Hey 


The stable have always thought of this horse as a chaser so all that has gone before 
can really be looked at as an achievement by a horse not running at his optimal. This 
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theory was proven earlier this month with his run at Fontwell when he won with his 
head in his chest. Some of his hurdle form was top draw and I think this year he could 
be a top class novice chaser. One for the note book! The stable are amazing at 
placing horses like these and he should grow and strengthen all season long.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 


This Weeks Golf Tournaments - By Bet Fairway


We may be into the final stages of 2017 but the quality of the Tournaments is very 
high as the Rolex Series continues on the European Tour building towards the slugfest 
in Dubai at the end of the race to get there.


This Tournament last year proved to be a Birdie Fest and there is no reason to believe 
the Renum Carya course will be any different this year. A heathland inspired Parkland 
course it certainly is visually impressive as it winds its way through a Pine forest. The 
players said you had to be tactically cute here as this was no smash it off the tee 
track.


So we are looking for sound technical players who are capable of using thew short 
stick well on these big greens. Several players fit the bill but none more so than Beef 
Johnston at 100/1. Beefs stock as it were has fallen somewhat this year. An ill advised 
decision to play the US Tour and too much time clowning around have made many 
people forget behind the fake act is a very good player.


Now back in Europe he looked nearly back to his best in Spain the other week. That 
will have done his confidence a great deal of good and I believe he is a real contender 
this week.


Betfairway will also cover the PGA Tour where we have a 100/1 gamble. 


Turkish Airlines Open Starts Thursday   


Each Way - Andrew Johnstone 100/1 Coral 1/4 odds 5 places


CHECK OUT THIS MEGA DEAL… 2 MONTHS FOR JUST £10.00!!! 

CLICK HERE TO JOIN BET FAIRWAY 
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